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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the classical Free Boundary Problem (henceforth 
denoted FBP) for the linear heat equation: 
%z - Ut = 0, 0 < x < p(t), t >o; 03 
@A t) = f(t), t > 0; W 
u@(t), t) = &g) +, q = 0, t > 0, WC) 
-P(t) 
P(t) = -w&-(t), t) E xzlii 21&, t), 
x.-p(t) 
and p(O) = 0. 
t > 0, 
Throughout, f is assumed positive and continuous on t >, 0. Additional 
assumptions will be made as they are needed. 
This same problem was considered recently by Cannon and Hill [I]. They 
established, via noncontructive methods, that (E) - (FBC) has a unique 
solution when f is as above. The methods considered here differ from theirs; 
they are constructive and provide a means of solving the problem 
asymptotically. 
We shall be intersted in those solutions of the FBP for which fi > 0. We 
introduce the change of variable 
X 
Y=-,,,,, s = s(t) = p”(t), and 
v( y, s) = u( ysl’2, t(s)) 
where s -+ t(s) is the inverse of t --, s(t). It follows that if (u, p) is a solution 
of the FBP, then the pair (v, S) must satisfy: 
2w VW + yvg - 2sv, = 0, O<y<l, s > 0;l w 
*This research was supported by the Ofice of Naval Research Contract ONR 
760(27). 
1 Unless otherwise indicated, (‘) will denote differentiation with respect to S. 
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v(0, s) = f G t(s) J---f(t(s)), s boo; (BC’)# 
v(l, s) == 0, s > 0, (FBC)# 
t’(s) vy(l, s) = -f, s > 0, and t(0) -_ 0. 
In the sequel (FBP)” will denote the problem (E)# - (FBC)#. It is this 
problem with which we shall be concerned. 
OUI results are as follows: 
(a) Using the maximum principle we obtain global upper and lower 
bounds for the functions ZJ, t and t’; 
(b) We also prove that (FBP)# has a unique solution such that t’ > 0. 
Our proof is constructive and relies on the fact that when f is sufficiently 
smooth we may solve (FBP)# asymptotically to any order as s -+ Of. 
2. GLOBAL A-PRIORI ESTIMATES 
In this section we derive the global estimates mentioned in the introduction. 
The main tool used in establishing these estimates is the following positivity 
theorem. 
POSITIVITY THEOREM. Let s + a(s) be positive and continuous on s 2 0 
and let L, be the dzflerential operator 
L, = 2a(s) au2 + y a, - 2s 8, . 
Suppose that v is continuous on 0 < y < 1, s > 0, and has continuous derivatives 
% ) %Y 9 and v, on 0 < y < 1, s > 0. Then, if v satisfies 
v(O,s)>O, v(l,s)>O, and L,v<O, O<y<l, s>O, 
it also satis$es 
v 3 0, O\(Y\<l, s > 0. 
Proof. The Theorem is a direct consequence of the maximum principle 
for parabolic equations. To see this one need only introduce the change of 
variable: 
x = yp, t = t(s) = 1: a(E) dt, and 
u(x, t) = v ( X __, s(t)), s(t)l’2 
where t -+ s(t) is the inverse of s --t t(s). 
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The hypotheses on v imply that u satisfies the inequalities: 
%Tz - Ut < 0, 0 < x d s(t), 
u(O, t) b 0 and u(s(t), t) 2 0, t >o; 
hence the result follows. Q.E.D. 
In the sequel, any solution (v, t) of (FBP)e is assumed to have the following 
two properties: (a) t’ is positive and continuous on s > 0, and (b) v is at least 
as smooth as the functions appearing in the hypotheses of the positivity 
theorem. 
THEOREM. (A Priori Estimates) Let t, be an arbitrary but jixed positive 
number and let 
Then, there exists positive numbers L,(m,) and Z,,(M,,) satisfying 
kj: e~~ [s] dS = 2m,, 
and 
;~:‘“P[+$]dE=2Mo, 
(2.1) 
and functions 
c(y; M,,L,) zrz MO 
such that any solution (v, t) of (FBP)# satisfies the following inequalities: 
P(Y; m,, lo> < V(Y, 4 < $Y; MO ,LJ, 
l,(M,) < t’(s) <L,(m,), and I, s 9 t(s) < Lo@,) s, 
for all 0 f y < 1 and 0 < s < to/Lo(mo). 
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Proof. Throughout v and t will be a solution of (FBP)# and L,! will be the 
differential operator: 
L,, -2t’a,s+ya, -2si),$. 
We let to be an arbitrary positive number and define I, and L, by 
0 < I0 = min 
{Slt(S)<tJ 
t’(s) 
Lo = max 
(sj t(s)<t,) w* 
It is easily verified that the function ~(y; M,, , L,) and $y; m, , I,,) are the 
unique solutions of the following degenerate elliptic boundary value problems: 
2L(& + yt$ - 2sz:, = 0, O<y<l, s>o 
qo, s) = A& and 6(1, s) = 0, s >o; 
24&l + yv, - b, = 0, O<y<l, s>o 
do, 4 = m. and u(l, s) = 0 
Since 
I I 
2 
*ayexp 41, > o 
= 21, jl exp [G] d[ ’ ’ 
and since 
it follows that 
L,*v = LQ = L@ = 0, 
L,@--)=2(t’-Lo);ir,,<O, O<y<l, {Sjt(S)<to}, 
and 
L,l(V - c) = 2(Z, - t’> g,, < 0, 0 <y < 1, (s ) t(s) < to}. 
The inequalities 
a(0, s) - v(0, s) 2 0, v(O, s) - v(O, s) 2 0, is I t(s) < to>, 
and 
@(I, s) - v(l, s) = v(1, s) - u(l, s) = 0, ls I t(s) < to>, 
and the positivity theorem then imply that 
z’(Y, s) G V(Y, 4 < D(Y7 4, O<y<l, G I t(s) G toI* 
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The vanishing of v, v, and 6 at y = 1 for s > 0 and the preceding inequality 
imply that 
and hence that 
-1 -1 
2iq 1; MO ) Lo) d 2v,(l, = t’(s) G 
-1 
&,(l ; m,; lo) 
for all s such that t(s) < to. The definitions: 
1, = min t’(s) and 
{sIt(s)+J Lo = &-gyg ) t’(s) -0 
and the last result establish Z, and Lo must satisfy 
which in turn implies that 
lo(Mo) d lo d Lo < Lo@,) 
when Z,(M,) and L,(m,) are defined in 2.1. Q.E.D. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS AND EXISTENCE THEORY 
In this section we discuss the existence and uniqueness of solutions of 
(FBP)#-. We assume that the functionfappearing in equation (BC) and (BC)’ 
(see Section 1) is sufficiently smooth (say CN on t 3 0 where N is an integer 
which depends onf(0)) an d we attempt to express the solution (v, t) of (FBP)# 
in the form 
v = 2 @‘(y) si + w(y, s) = vN(y, s) + w(y, s) 
i=O 
t’ = ; a$ + Tj(s) = tlv’(s) + f(s) (3.1) 
i=O 
t=C iyog + 11(s) = tN(S) + 7(s) 
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where w and 3’ are O(P+l) as s -+ 0’. We show that if (3.1) is valid, then ‘TD 
admits an integral representation in terms of the functions zjN, t, , and 17 and 
we show that 7 must satisfy a singular integro-differential equation. Finally, 
we prove that for large N the equation for 71 is uniquely solvable, and hence 
that the problems (FBP)# and (FBI’) have unique solutions. 
(A) Determination of the Fwctions vN and t, 
We obtain the governing equations for the functions vN and tk by inserting 
the series 
v)Jy, s) Es =f ?P’(y) si, 
i=o 
and 
into equations (E)-(FBC)# and equating like powers of s at s = 0. We find 
(a) For i = 0: 
2a04; + yvvo = 0, O<y<l, 
vO(0) =f(O) > 0, 
vO(1) = 0 
a,v,O(l) = -4 
(b) For 1 < i < N: 
(E>o 
PC)0 
(FBC)o 
v’yl) = 0, WC), 
i-l 
apf’( 1) + a,vt)( I) + C ajvji-‘)( 1) = 0. 
j=l 
We observe that 
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where a, is the unique positive number satisfying 
$ j: exp [*I dt = 2f(O). 
The zero order solution was obtained by Stephan for the problem (FBP) in 
the case whenf(t) =f(O). 
We also note that the problem (E), , (BC), , and (FBC), is well posed. To 
see this we observe that for a given constant ai the solution @) of (E)i, 
(BC), , and (FBC)i,l may be written as 
v(i)(y) = a$qy) + p(y), O<y<l 
where uci) and t(i) are the unique solutions of the following boundary value 
problems: 
and 
24$4~~ + yu:’ - 2iuci’ = -2vfi, 0 < y < 1, 
U(~)(O) = u(i)(l) = 0; 
2Q&$$ + yfci) - 2ilci’ = 
i-l 
?I -2 c a,$-j’, O<y<l, 
j=l 
ffi)(0) = i $f [ $ u;yj], =. and t”)( 1) = 0. 
j=O s 
Straightforward computation shows that the boundary condition for t(i) at 
y = 0 involves only the constants a, , a, ,..., aiel . The boundary condition 
(FBC)i,a may be rewritten as 
[Ug”(l) + UoZL~‘(l)] Ui = -UO[~‘(l) - ‘2 UjVf”‘(l), 
j=l 
where of course [o)(l) is independent of ui . 
We shall now show that the coefficient of ui is negative and hence establish 
our result. We first observe that 
q/O(l) = -guo < 0. 
The nonnegativity of z)$, the vanishing of uu) at zero and one, and the 
maximum principle for elliptic equations imply that of ‘( 1) < 0; Q.E.D. 
(B) Determination of the Functions w and 7. 
In the sequel v,,, and t, will be the functions defined in the preceding 
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section. We determine the governing equations for w and 7 by inserting the 
expressions 
v := v’N + w 
t :z t, + 71 
t’ = t; + 7)’ 
into (E)#-(FBC)#. We find that w and 7 must satisfy 
xt;v + 7’) WYY + ywy - 2SW,? = -277’7&ly - h, , 0 < y < 1, 
and 
Here 
and 
1 f 2thNy(l, s) 
$Nb) = 2 ) s 2 0. 
s > 0; 
(E)* 
(BC)” 
(FBC)* 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Instead of working with (E)* we shall work with the equivalent equation 
equation 
2(tk + 7’) 
$12 
wyy + 6 WY - 2ww, 
m** 
-~+v~Y - hN = 
s1/2 > 
O<y<l. S> 0. 
Our goal is to show that if N is sufficiently large, the problem (E)**, (BC)*, 
and (FBC)” has a unique solution (w, 7) with the property that zu and 7’ are 
O(sN+l) as s + Of. 
Henceforth Lp*‘) will be the differential operator 
Lh/.S) ~ %Gv + ?7’)(4 Y 
77 $12 a 2 + - a - 2s1/2as Y $I2 y 
and ,L;@J) its formal adjoint 
L*(Y,s) ~ 2(th + rl'Xs) 
n 912 
a 2 _ Y a + 31/2a 
Y $112 y s . 
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For Cl functions q satisfying 7’ = O(P+r) as s -+ Of we let 
- 00 < y, z < co, 0 < y < S. The positivity of t;(O) implies that these 
functions are well defined in some interval containing s = 0. It is easily 
verified that 
L:Ss)(I’“, a”, and K”) = 0, 
Lp’(K,“(y, 0; s, y)) = 0, 
I,~(z*y)(P, Q”, and K”) = 0, and 
KS(o, z; s, y) = K”(y, 0; s, y) = 0. 
We shall need some results about potentials constructed from the function 
KR. These Lemmas mimic Theorems for single and double layer potentials 
constructed from the fundamental solution for the linear heat operator and 
hence will not be proved. The results will be valid on some interval 0 < s < s 
such that tX + 7’ > 0. 
LEMMA 1. Let v(-, a) be continuous on 0 < x < 1,O < y < a3 and let 
Then: 
P,(Y; s, r> = j1 K"(Y, T s, Y) &, Y) F2 d.z. 
0 
and 
Ii: P,(Yi 5 Y) = $(Y, 4, 
Y<S 
LEMMA 2. Let # be continuous on y > 0 and let 
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Then: 
(a) Qs is continuous on 0 < y < GO, s ,) 0 and satisfies 
$% Qdr, 4 = 
I/b(s) $2 
Y>O 
(tk + T’)(S) 
lim Q$(y, s) = 0; 
Y-tm 
(b) The derivatives Q, , Q,, , and QS exist, are continuous on 0 < y < co, 
s > 0, and satisfy 
LEMMA 3. Let II, be continuous on y > 0 and let 
WY, 4 = s’ P(Y, 1; s, Y) i4r)) 4. 
0 
Then: 
(a) R, is continuous on 0 < y < co, s 3 0 and 
lim R,(y, s) = 0; 
y-m 
(b) R has derivatives R, , R,, , and R, , which are continuous in 
0 < y < co, s > 0 except on the line y = 1. Across y = 1, R, suffers a jump 
discontinuity and the following limit relations hold: 
(c) Finally L, “*s’R = 0 in 0 < y < co, s > 0 expect ony = 1. 
LEMMA 4. Let 4 be continuous in x and y and C2 in x on 0 < x < 1, y > 0; 
and let 
T,(Y, 4 = ,: ,: K”(Y, G s, Y) 4(x, Y) dz 4. 
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Then : 
Ca) T 
is continuous on 0 < y < 03, s > 0 and satisfies T(0, s) = 0 and 
lim 
w+m T(Y, s) = 0; 
(b) T has derivatives T, and T,, which are continuous on 0 <y < co, s > 0. 
In addition T, exists and is continuous on 0 < y < co, s > 0 except possibly across 
the line y = 1. 
(c) Finahy, 
L”*“‘T = -2+(y, s), n O<y<l, s > 0, 
= 0, 1 <y <*oo, s > 0. 
If we now multiply (E)** by P, integrate the resulting expression over 
0 < z < 1, 0 < y < s, and make use of (BC)*, (FBC)*, and the results of 
Lemma 1 we find that if(w, 7) is a solution of(E)**, (BC)*, and (FBC)*, then 
w admits the representation: 
w(y, s) _ ; s: j: K’J(y, z; s, y) 27’(y) vNzz(z;l’$ -i hN(ZT y, dz dy 
+ j; fGYY, 0; s, r> [@h + r)‘)(Y)(f’ ttNl; 7)(Y) - ‘do7 r>)l dy 
1 + %V + 7’6 vN~(l> Y) dy 
l/2 
Y 
(3.7) 
We also obtain the following 
CONVERSE THEOREM. Let s --f q(s) be a C1 function satisfying ~(0) = 0 and 
7’(s) = O(P+l) as s + O+, let s,(N, 7) > 0 be such that t& + 7’ > 0 on 
[0, s,(N, T)] (since tk(O) = a, > 0 such an s, exists for each N > l), and Zet wm 
be defined by the right hand side of (3.7) for 0 f y < 00, 0 < s < so(N, 7). 
Then: 
(a) w” is continuous on 0 < y < co, 0 < s < so, 
and 
W”(O, s) = f O (h + 7)(s) - q&l s), 
lim w”(y, s) = 0. 
Y-m 
(b) wfl has derivatives wVq, wyy , and w,~ which are continuous on 
0 < y < 03, 0 < s < so with the exception of the line y = 1. Across the line 
y = 1, wi suffers a jump discontinuity and 
lii wZ(y, s) - liz w&J, s) = wZ(l+, 4 - 4x1-7 4 
?>I 3’ c 1 
1 + 2(t;, + 7’)(4 vNv(lv s> =- 
3% + 7’)(s) 
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(c) Lyw71 = - %‘~iv?Nbs 4 -t hAJ(Y, 4 s112 ) O<y<l, 0<s::'.s,. 
=o, l<y<co, o<s<ss,. 
(d) If, in addition, 71 is such that 
w;( 1+, s) L- 0, 0 < s < so, 
then the pair (wq, 7) satisfies (E)*, (BC)*, and (FBC)*, and hence (FBP)# is 
solvable. 
Proof. Statements (a)-(c) follow immediately from Lemmas 1-4 and hence 
it suffices to prove (d). Moreover, since WV satisfies conditions (a) and (c)r , 
we need only show that (d) implies (FBC)*. The vanishing of wy”(l+-, s) and 
the jump relation of assertion (b) imply that (FBC),* holds. 
We shall now show that (d) implies that WV = 0 on 1 < y < co, 0 < s < so. 
The continuity of w” across y = 1 will then establish that (FBC),* holds. 
To show that w” = 0 we shall need 
LEMMA 5. Let s -+ a(s) be a positive continuous function on s > 0 and let w 
be a regular2 solution of 
244 WV, + yw, - 2sw, = 0, l<y<co, s>o, 
W,(lf, s) = 0 and lim w(y, s) = 0. 
Y-m 
Then,w-Oonl <y<co,s>O. 
Proof. We multiply the differential equation by w/ye, $- < E < 1, integrate 
the result over 1 < y < n/r, 0 < y < s, and make use of w,( l+, s) = 0 to 
obtain the identity: 
+ c2’ - I) w2 
w 1 dy d,, 
+ 1,: qy + pwyy, s) dy 
,2js10 
0 YE 
ww,WC Y) 6 
We then pass to the limit as M+ co and make use of the co condition to 
obtain the lemma. Q.E.D. 
To conclude the proof we simply note that the potential WV satisfies the 
hypotheses of the preceding lemma with a = t& + 7’. Q.E.D. 
s A regular solution has the same smoothness on 1 Q y < co, s > 0 as the potentials 
W”. 
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We see that to establish the local (small S) existence and uniqueness of a 
solution of (FBP)# it suffices to show that for some N and s0 > 0 there exists 
a unique Cl[O, s,,] function 77 such that ~(0) = 0, T’(S) = O(sN+l) as s--f Of, 
tb + 7’ > 0, and wz(l+, S) = 0 for s E [0, s,]. A straight forward computation 
shows that wz(l+, s) = 0 iff 17 satisfies the integro-differential equation: 
7’(s) = 
+ 1 + xv(4 ---- VNY(l> 4
2nNu(1 2 s> 
~ pys) + 1 + xv(4 VvYU~ 4 
2%,(l, 4 ’ 
q(O) = 0. (3.8) 
The function G” in (3.8) is defined by 
G'Q) z 
- ; js S1’2[r’7(l, 1; S, y) + Q?(l, 1; S, r)] WbJ) v N&Y Y) + hV(1, Y) dy 
0 Y 
~l’~[r”(l, 0; S, r) + Q’jl, 0; S, r)] 211’vN2z(o’ ‘t + ‘%J(” ?‘) dy 
(2~‘b)vNzz(Z~ Y> + hN(z, Y))z dz d 
Y 
Y? 
+ j’ al, 0; s, Y) 
[(th + rl’h’)(f o (TV + 7)(Y) - vN(o> Y))] dr 
0 Y 
112 
+ jsKv, l;s,y) 1 + wlv + T')(Y) %dl, Y) 
0 2y1’2 
dr 
We now write 
F”(S) E 2 lqs) 
i=l 
where 
F:(s) E -2(ta + T/‘)(S) G:(s), i = 1-5. 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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The integro-differential equation then becomes 
We shall demonstrate the existence of numbers IV, s”(N), and K(N) such 
that 
.; K(N) 
and 
- 2 ) 
(2) F:maps 
‘rl E WA %(W I 17(O) = 0 and 
B(K(N), so(N)) _ /, rl, /, 
N+l.s,(N) = 
i 
into B(K(N)/IO, s,(N)) an d . IS a contraction with contraction constant Ri < +. 
It will then follow that the operator 
maps B(K(N), s,(N)) into itself and is a contraction. 
Our first task is to pick the constants s,, and K as functions of N. We make 
a few observations which will be of use in the sequel. 
1 
and (‘) 
t;(s) ::= a, -t sP$Qs), 
-wNI(s) =-= & f- sP$!&) 
0 
where P$l, and Pj& are polynomials of degree N - 1 in s. Hence, for each N 
there is a number s,(N) > 0 such that 
no .-- - a. &(s) I, and 
2 
for all s E [0, s,(N)]. 
FRJZE BOUNDARY 
(ii) vNyv = 
-fP)Y exp [$$I 
2a. 1: exp [s] 
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-f(O) exp [$$I 
vN~~~ = 
where 4, and z,!I,~ are bounded on sets of theform 0-<y<l,O<~d~. 
Thus, for each N 3 1 there is a number s,(N) > 0 such that 
where 
Wf(O), a > = f’(O) 
ao~~exprf]‘l +‘I 
A few remarks about the functions 
1 + 2&v,&, *) 
2vNu(1, *) 
, hN = 2&?&u + ~V,Q, - 2svNs, b, , and 
f o tN - vN(o, *) = f a tN - go ; (&.f ’ tN,8=o) si 
are now in order. First, the definition of the functions vN and t, imply that 
for each s# > 0 the quantity 
M(Ny @) = max 
ii ’ +2i$7f> .) lN+l,s+ ; 
I)/ h, /(/N+l,ss , (11 h NY hN+l.s#; 111 and 
(3.12) 
iif’ tN - vN(“~ *)/IN+l,s# 
as finite. In (3.12) the quantity I/[ . I&,.~,~# is defined by 
Ill g Ill = oFyazl AY, s> N+l,s# I I sN+l 
OG=_r<S* 
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It also follows that for any N :>: I and C > 0 there is an S.&N, C) . 0 such 
that 
M(N, s3) sp+l < c. (3.13) 
We now pick the constants s0 and K as functions of X. We let the constant C 
appearing in (3.13) be equal to a,/8, and we set 
s,(N) = min{s,(N); s,(N); s3(N a&)), and K(N) =E ZM(iV, s,(N)). 
where M is defined in (3.12). The constants K(N) and s,(N) satisfy the 
inequality 
Since 
K(N) Sag+’ < a,/4. 
1 + wPNy( 1, .) 
2%3( 1, .) II < WW, N+l.s,(N) 
to establish the desired existence theorem it suffices to show that FJ, 
i = 1, 2,..., 5, maps B(K(N), s,(N)) into B(K(N)/IO, s,(N)) and is a 
contraction with constant k, < t. 
We carry out the calculations for Fi . The analysis of the remaining terms 
is similar and is left to the reader. 
We first show that for N sufficiently large F: : B(K(N), s,(N)) --j 
B(K(N)jIO, s,(N)). The definition of Fz and GT imply that 
Since 1 tJ,, 1 < 3a,/2, ( II’(.~)! -< K(N) sf+l< a,/4, and ) uNv( 1, s)! 2 1/4a, 
we have 
i ’ 1 F;(s)/ < 7~7,~s~‘~ I~~(1,1;s,Y)+SL”‘(l,l;s,y)l ‘0 
x 27’(r) v'.vVU(l, Y) + 'zdl, Y) dy 
Y 
We now observe that 
l/Z 
P(l, 1; s, y) = 2$ exp 
[ 
4s -.~ yl/2)2 
4(th;(s) + 7(s) - h4Y) - h4> 1 
57 (h&) -!- T(S) - MY) - ‘I(r))“” 
L 
_ (s1/2 + y1/2)2 
P(1) 1; s, y) = $7 exp WNW + rl(4 ~-~ t&) - 7(Y)) 
1 
7-r (MS) + v(s) - t&9 - drN”” ’ 
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and thus that 
I q1, 1; s, 74 < --- 
1 
22/7i(h&) + 70) - fN(Y) - 7W’” 
’ QY1, l; s, r)l G g;(fN(S) + 7(s)i t 
N 
(y) - T(y))1/2 .
Since 
$7 + 7’ 3 2 for s E [O, m91 
we have 
I w, 1; s, 74 < da;- (sle y)l,2 
I QV, 1; s,r>l d - 1 
v&c (s - yy 
The inequalities I7’(~)1 < K(N) yN+l, 1 v~~~(Y, r)l < M(f(O), a,), and 
/ hN(y, r)l < K(-N;yN+l 
imply that 
W(Y) * Nwk Y) + hN(l~ Y) K(N) yN 
Y 
,< 2K(A9 M(f(O), UJ yN + ---Ty-- . 
Summarizing the various inequalities we obtain 
and 
G AC,(N) K(N) sN+l, 
II FIV II N+l.~&v) e ACl(N) K(N) 
where 
and 
Since C,(N) - 0 as 1V 3 co wc may, give any j‘(0) (and hence a,,), find an 
N( f (0)) such that for all N ,Z N( f (0)) the product 
AC,(N) < ;(j . 
For any such N we have 
F; : B&(N), s,(N)) -P B (q , s&V)) . 
We now show that for N sufficiently large (at least as large as N(f(0))) 
F;” is a contraction on B(K(N), s,(N)) with constant k, < 6. 
For 77 and p in B(K(N), s,,(N)) we have 
LVe examine the term H, first. Our previous calculations show that 
I 2~(~)/ < & PJw(0), a,) + -!I] Cl(N) WV P+‘+ 
0 
and 
and hence that 
where 
B 3 84a2Mm9, aa) + i-l- ,- 
and C,(N) is as before. 
We now examine the term -r-I, . The bounds for ti; , T’, and q,J , .) imply 
that 
2(cv + T’)(S) 
-GKT- 
< 14a 2 
0 
and hence that 
I ff,(s)I < 14~2 1 G:(s) - G’;(s)l. 
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The definition of q implies that 
2 I G:(s) - G(s)i < II + 4 + & 
where 
A(s) = J: Pj T7(l, 1; s, y) - T”(l, 1; s, r)l WfJNzz(L Y) + hN(lT Y) Y 
dy, 
Z2(s) = I8 sy L?V(l, 1; s, y) - LY(1, 1; s, r)i ) 217’WLVZz(1~ Y; + hA y, / dy, 
0 
Z&) = 1; s1’2 I J-“(1, 1; s, y) + Q’(1, 1; s, r>l I G& ,>j I rl’ - CL’ I dr _____ 
Y 
Arguments similar to those previously employed imply that 
I 4*2(4 d C,(ao ,.f(% N) WV SON+1SN+1 II 7’ -- P’ llN+l.so(N) 
while 
I ZdS)l G C2(a0 ,f(O), N) SN+* II7’ - CL’ IIN+I.s~(N) 
where for fixedf(0) (and hence uo) 
C,(f(O),a,,N)-+O as N-+co 
and 
G( f (01, a0 , N) - 0 as N--t co. 
Summarizing our results we see that 
II F;’ - F;Il~+l.s,,w) 
G {C2(.f(O>, a09 N) + WlW) + C2(% xf(O)P WI WV m 
x II 17’ - P’ IIN+l,s”(N) . 
The fact that 
K,(N) S;+l < a,/4 
and the vanishing of C, , C, , and C, as N-j CO implies that FT may be made 
a contraction with constant k, < + by taking N large. 
The proof of the existence and uniqueness theorem is now complete. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The analysis of the preceding section demonstrates that for t < &,(vzJ s,(N) 
the Free Boundary Problem (E), (BC), and (FBC) is uniquely solvable. One 
now asks if this solution can be continued indefinitely (in time) ? The answer 
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is affirmative; the continuation theorem is a consequence of Friedman’s work 
[I]. Friedman has shown that the problem 
u 2x - ut = 0, 0 < x < p(t), 7; <: 1 .: a, (E) 
4x, Tl) = dx), 0 5s 3 I-_ p1 (I(‘) 
40, t) = f(f), Tl < t 4. 00, W) 
u(p-(a t> = 0, T,<t<co, (FBC) 
P(t) = -u&-(t), t), Tl <t < GO, P(TJ ==Pl >o 
is uniquely solvable provided 
(i) f is non-negative and continuous on t 3 Tl , and 
(ii) g, is non-negative, is in CIO, pr] n C2(0, pr], and satisfies the 
compatibility condition 
dPJ = 0. 
Using Friedman’s results one may also show that 
and 
By setting 
TI = L.,hJ GV, 
where (G, p”) is the solution of (FBP) for t < Las, , one obtains the desired 
continuation theorem. 
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